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Radiation Guiding in a Plasma Wave Wiggler
Free-Electron Laser

Lalita, Vipin K. Tripathi, and P. C. Agarwal

Abstract—A Langmuir wave supported by a plasma cylinder acts as
a wiggler for the generation of high-frequency coherent radiation when
an annular relativistic electron beam passes through it. The radiation
mode in the Compton regime tends to be localized close to the radius
of the beam. A normal mode analysis of this process reveals that the
growth rate of the instability increases as the square root of the beam
current.

I. INTRODUCTION

TO achieve higher efficiencies in a free-electron laser (FEL)
operating at higher frequencies, radiation guiding is consid-

ered to be very crucial [l]-[8]. In a untapered FEL amplifier,
the laser radiation extends over a much larger cross section than
the thickness of the beam, leading to a huge reduction in the
growth rate and hence in the efficiency of the device. Several
authors have examined the possibility of radiation guiding in
the Compton regime in a FEL with a magnetic wiggler, both
theoretically and experimentally, and have established that the
electron beam has a tendency to guide the laser radiation. The
mechanism of guiding can be understood as follows.

As a thin electron beam propagates through a wiggler, it de-
stabilizes the high-frequency electromagnetic radiation. The
energy to the radiation is fed by the beam. Hence it acquires
larger intensity on the beam site than on its wings. The non-
uniform supply of power to the radiation by the beam manifests
in its amplitude profile a peaking at the location of the beam,
and a falling off rapidly away from it. The diffraction tendency
of the radiation is compensated by the localization due to the
growth of radiation; i.e., gain focusing. Refractive guiding is
also possible when there exists an appropriate refractive index
profile.

Recently, there has been significant interest in employing
electromagnetic and electrostatic waves as wigglers to generate
higher frequencies. The launching of the electrostatic wave re-
quires the existence of a plasma which is also seen to be a very
favorable medium for the propagation of high-current beams,
much above the vacuum current limit. Electrostatic waves in
the plasma could be excited by the relativistic electron beam or
by another medium energy electron beam or some other mech-
anism. Lalita and Tripathi [9] have recently examined the Ra-
man regime operation of a plasma wave wiggler FEL in a
cylindrical plasma column. The Langmuir and FEL waves are
taken to be the radial eigen modes of the plasma-filled wave-
guide system. The mode structures are assumed not to be af-
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fected by the beam; the beam introduces only a growth of the
mode. This is a reasonable approximation when the wave-
lengths generated are comparable to the radius of the guiding
system. At shorter wavelengths, these kinds of extended modes
have a much shorter growth rate.

In this paper we examine the radiation guiding of a plasma
wave wiggler FEL in the Compton regime. In Section II we
present the instability analysis. The beam is taken to be a an-
nular one, with a delta function density distribution. In Section
III we present our conclusions.

II. INSTABILITY ANALYSIS AND RADIATION GUIDING

Consider a long cylindrical waveguide filled with a uniform
plasma of density n0. A thin annular electron beam of radius r0

having a density profile n = (noh/r)5(r - r0) propagates
through it with velocity v%bi, as shown in Fig. 1. There exists
a Langmuir eigen mode of the waveguide plasma system having
a potential distribution:

0 = U(ioir)e"'w"b:) (0

where k0 = -\ko\ represents a wave propagating opposite to
the beam, and J0(k0± a) = 0. Now consider an electromagnetic
(FEL) perturbation,

E, = E,{r)e (2)

with W\ » wP; wP being the plasma frequency of the back-
ground plasma, and Er, E7 i= 0. The linear response of the beam
electrons to the fields of the two waves in the beam frame can
be written as

v0b =
eE'o

eE\

mQiw[

(3)

(4)

where the primed quantities refer to the beam frame moving
with velocity v^z with respect to the laboratory frame [9], [10].
^ The pump and the FEL waves exert a ponderomotive force
F'P = eV'4>'p on the electrons, where

eE'o* • E[
(5)

The response of beam electrons to <j>'P can be written as

eV'4>'P

moiwo

V (6)
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Fig. 1. Geometry of the device. An annular relativistic electron beam of
density « = nobd(r — ro)/r passes through a cylindrical waveguide filled
with a plasma of density n0.

The nonlinear current density and density perturbation at (w,,
&!) can be written as

(V)
1

iw[e

On Lorentz transforming these quantities to the laboratory frame
and employing the expression for current density in the wave
equation, we obtain for the TM mode:

T2Elz
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(8)

where

a, =

a2 =

w\ + Mot,
+ Ui +\

wj
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Assuming that the radial variation of the electrostatic pump
mode is small over the width of the beam, (8) reduces to

v l
Wp

w'
(9)

Since w'P
2

b = Wp2
M)5(r — ro)/r, the right-hand side of (9) is non-

zero only at r = r0. In the beam-free regions, viz, 0 < r < r0

(region I) and r > r0 (region II), the well-behaved solution of
(9) can be written as

E'lz = Axh(Txr)

E''z = (Txr) (10)

where Jo and Ho are the Bessel and Hankel functions of the
zeroeth order. The continuity condition on Ez demands:

In addition to this, (9) gives a jump condition on dExJdr; mul-
tiplying (9) by rdr and integrating across the discontinuity r =

r0, we obtain:

d I o |

dr l z ' ' dr l z l " n>'zr0

where a = a, | EOz\
2.

Equations (10)-(12) yield the dispersion relation:

- kv°0bf

Jo(Tiro)Ho(Txro). (13)

Equation (12) can be simplified a great deal if one assumes that
T, r0 « 1; i.e., that the beam radius is shorter than the radial
extent (width) of the radiation wave:

(14)
To

Of course, it is implicit here that 7, a » 1, as finite boundary
effects have been neglected.

To solve (14), we write, w = kv%, + 5 and w, = fc, c + 8 =
w + w0, giving:

and

Letting

T, -

82 = -

A =

1/2

(15)

• ' " o . V =
2k\r%ocw'pm

(15) takes the form:

A = e-*\ (16)

Denoting Ar + i A, = A and separating real and imaginary parts
in (16), we obtain:

A, = e-"< A ' -^sin(2rjA rA,)-

Introducing Ar = /3A,, these equations yield:

fi = cot (2r,fiA2). (17)

We have plotted the growth rate

c
' = ~L—2 ^i

of the FEL mode as a function of fi in Fig. 2 for the following
set of parameters: Beam current, lb ~ 1 kA; beam energy, E
~ 2 MeV (70 = 5); beam radius, r0 ~ 1 cm; noh = 3 x 1010

cm"1 (nb = n0bb(r - ro)/r is the beam density); wiggler
wavenumber, k0 ~ 3 cm"1; frequency, w0 ~ 9.4 X 1010 rad/s;
and eEOz/(mowoc) = 0.1. For these parameters and w, ~ 9 X
1012 rad/s, /t, = 300 cm"1,17 = 0.5. The growth rate 6, scales
as /3~'^2 , whereas 8r goes at fixl2. At a typical value of 0 =
± 1 , the growth rate turns out to be:

(18)

where n = 0, 1, 2 • • • . The growth rate scales as the square
root of the beam current density.
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Fig. 2. Variation of the growth rate A, = 2k{brl/c with /3.

III. CONCLUSIONS

The treatment presented is restricted to Tx a > 1 > 7", r0;
i.e., when the radial width of the FEL radiation mode is larger
than the beam radius, but smaller than the waveguide radius.
Since the plasma is uniformly filling the whole cross section of
the waveguide, the long number wave wiggler would extend
over to the whole cross section. For nonlinear interaction, one
needs the Langmuir wave only at the site of the beam (i .e. , at
r = r0). Thus it would be very desirable to localize the Lang-
muir wave wiggler by suitably modifying the plasma density
profile to make the device more efficient.
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